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This thesis focuses on the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and how it can be 
used to leverage competitive advantage. The main concern of NLP is how business are 
able to effectively process data through clear cut frameworks, use this pipe-line process in 
order to solve business problems involving customer services, and assist in the 
enhancement of customer oriented business strategies.  
 
This topic is relevant because NLP and big data is recognized by business giants such as 
Amazon, Microsoft, and Google, as a critical tool to enable clear insights into Natural 
Language Understanding (NLU) which assists in the decision making process. By 
understanding customer expectations and sentiments through data, businesses are able to 
differentiate themselves from the competition, building a unique selling point (USP) 
through the cumulative efforts of utilizing NLP models to garner insights and sentiments 
from unstructured data. 
 
The effective use of NLP tools and techniques by businesses requires the formation of 
clear objectives and metrics where quality data will be processed, and a suitable model will 
be deployed and evaluated. This requires an effective framework, which will determine the 
success of a quality NLP project in the scope of business. Qualitative research methods are 
utilized in this evaluation using secondary resources. 
 
NLP is a function that helps businesses gain competitive advantage. This thesis examines 
the framework, limitations, and feasibility of NLP. This is significant because businesses 
 Abstract 
 
can use the frameworks and evaluative arguments provided to support decision making, 
as well as clarify the different ways NLP can be leveraged. A form of text clustering in the 
field of NLP referred to as sentiment analysis and topic modelling will be explained and 
examined through case studies. It was determined through the various case studies of 
Utopia Analytics, Dex, and Finnish government that the integration of systems which 
utilize NLP enables business to differentiate from the competition and create value for 
society. How effectively NLP can be utilized to enhance business functions will depend on 
quality data preparation, deployment of correct NLP models, and evaluation of the whole 
process under an approachable business framework. 
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1 Introduction 
As it becomes increasingly cost effective and reliable, businesses will consistently 
identify new and effective methods of automated data processing. Processing and 
understanding the complexity and nuances of human language through unstructured 
data will generate actionable information to help in the decision making process. Data 
is easily available in a wide variety of formats. The growth of digital channels which 
customers use to engage with businesses provides the opportunity for greater volumes 
of data to leverage.  
 
Companies that are leveraging this data are able to create new services and products 
to exceed customer’s expectations. However, ‘the larger part of enterprise data, nearly 
80 percent, is unstructured and has been much less accessible.’ (Accenture 2019) To 
mitigate this challenge, businesses have developed the capability and capacity to 
process and evaluate data by deploying NLP models. These models include 
“applications ranging from trend identification and summarization, content and ad 
generation. All of these dynamics center around one thing: the customer.” (Leggett 
2020) Businesses continue to leverage these applications to improve business 
operations and reach objectives more effectively than companies who are not using 
NLP.  
 
The value that is being created through NLP is scalable, adaptable, and compatible 
with most existing business architecture and infrastructure. Using NLP will develop 
greater understanding of customer’s beliefs, needs, wants, and expectations.  
Businesses which use NLP tools including sentiment analysis and topic modeling are 
reaping the benefits of sustainable competitive advantage, and developing unique 
selling points. 
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2 Methodology 
The author will analyze case studies to show how businesses use sentiment analysis 
and topic modeling to improve KPIs and enhanced business capabilities such as time 
management and active engagement of customers.  
 
There are many methods and frameworks in business intelligence and data analytics to 
generate actionable information. The CRISP DM framework allows for an iterative 
process. Business go back and forth between phases as deeper understanding of the 
data and customer is developed. This will assist in better implementation of models in 
the context and scope of the objective. Furthermore complex data preparation eco-
systems such as Hadoop are compatible with CRISP DM. Hadoop is implemented 
during the data preparation stage. When the data is prepared, all the other stages in 
the CRISP DM framework will remain unchanged. Explanation of Hadoop and 
evaluation of the limitations and biases when gathering data, and deployment of NLP 
models will be critiqued. Solutions to the disadvantages and drawbacks of using this 
framework and methodology will assist the reader in providing a balanced perspective 
on the feasibility of NLP, in the context of business and the customer. NLP is the most 
effective when there is quality data and a clearly defined business objective. To 
understand what quality data is, and how can it be gathered from information and 
messages, will be one section of the literature review. Businesses that evaluate the 
source of the data in context to their business objective will determine the impact of 
project. Success will be determined by indicators found within company financial 
statements such as increased cash flow or reduced operating expenditure. The 
challenges and context of customer service in the digital environment is reviewed for a 
greater understanding of how to define business objective, and choose the suitable 
framework. Flexible framework is needed when working with NLP. This will assist 
businesses to evaluate data in terms of quality, and deploy NLP models effectively.  
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3 Literature Review 
NLP allows one to assimilate large quantities of data into meaningful insights and 
actionable information. The main challenge with NLP is generating information from 
large volumes of scattered data may result in confirmation bias. Businesses can act on 
information gained through NLP with a higher degree of confidence and use it to make 
decisions. However, this information could potentially be inaccurate because it is an 
accumulated result of various messages, and emotional feedback. It is a flow of 
messages from various channels of communication, and engagement. This can be 
subject to anchored beliefs and prejudices when engaging with a business’s product 
and services. A counter argument to this is that NLP tools such as sentiment analysis 
can improve the effectiveness of decision making and value creation. However, 
businesses must have clear deliverables and objectives in which NLP can be integrated 
into existing business infrastructure. Moreover, the meaning of the information 
gathered from NLP will only be useful when the business can use it to enhance the 
decision making process, or use the information to create new and better products and 
services. To build the foundation for this practical understanding, various classical and 
modern perspectives of what actionable information is, what modern customer service 
demands, how to define clear business objectives, all in the scope of NLP systems, will 
be discussed in the following literature review. 
3.1 Knowledge and Information Acquisition 
Information is the flow of messages, while knowledge is created and organized by that 
flow of information, anchored on the commitments and beliefs of its holder. 
Information is the commodity capable of yielding knowledge. Knowledge is identified 
with information produced (or sustained) belief. The information a person gathers or 
receives is relative to the source of where the information is taken from. (Dretske 
1981) This understanding emphasizes an essential aspect of knowledge that relates to 
how humans initiate action and make decisions. (Mackay 1985) Information is a 
necessary medium or material for initiating action and can be viewed from syntactic 
and semantic perspectives. Syntactic information is that which is measured with regard 
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to structure and rules. in NLP this refers to the grammatical relationship between 
words, which can be measured qualitatively. A semantic perspective on information 
refers to the meaning and value, which is measured quantitatively. (C, Shannon 1949) 
How actionable knowledge can be utilized to make decisions and enhance business 
functions will depend on the capacity to address semantic information in a quantifiable 
context, while taking into account the latent syntactic qualitative element. 
 
NLP generated knowledge can yield successful action when applied to a business 
context. In business context this can be determined and evaluated through success 
indicators and quantitative metrics evolved through information analytics.  The form of 
the message always changes according to the consumer platform and ecosystem. 
However the message that is to be understood is largely gained through qualitative 
inference. What makes this message valuable is how much actionable value can be 
derived from it. A statistical probability model, NLP tool, or advanced machine learning 
algorithm can be useful to further the understanding made through quantitative 
inferences. Searle’s linguistic theory on communication states that there is a clear 
relationship between language and human action in terms of the “intention” and 
“commitment” of speakers. (Searle 1969) However, Finkelstein’s argument is that one 
should not focus solely on quantitative and measurable indicators because it often 
provides an incomplete view of the larger context. These should be taken into 
consideration when observing and evaluating data in the form of customer feedback 
when using NLP tools such as semantic analysis.  
 
“If we as scholars want to know why organizations do the things they do, or perform 
the way they do, we will not focus strictly on objective contextual factors. The 
mainstay constructs of strategy management researchers- factors such as the 
environment, competitors, allies, and the company’s resources – will provide us 
woefully incomplete explanations of company behaviors. Instead, we need to also 
consider, in an integral way, the biases and dispositions of the people at the top of the 
firm. In doing so, we will find that human factors – deriving from personality, 
experiences, values social connections, fatigue, envy, and so on – play a substantial 
role in affecting organizational outcomes.” (Finkelstein et, al. 2009)   
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Knowledge that can be expressed in words and numbers only represents one portion 
of the entire body of possible knowledge. (Mackay 1985) “Explicit” or codified 
knowledge refers to knowledge that is transmittable in formal, systematic language. 
This is generally found in structured, empirical data. “Tacit” knowledge has a personal 
quality, which makes it hard to formalize and communicate. Tacit knowledge is 
unstructured data. Tacit knowledge is rooted in action, commitment, and involvement 
in a specific context. (Grant 2007 173-180) For businesses to structure and process the 
human language through reasoning and inference using both tacit and explicit 
knowledge in the form of unstructured data ‘is an important aspect of intelligence.’ 
(Yang, Deng 2018)  
3.2 Purpose of NLP 
Converting disordered, scattered information into actionable intelligence is the purpose 
of NLP. NLP helps to analyze and convey meaning in the human language. (Gupta 
2019) Business can utilize NLP applications in several ways. “The simplest is query 
understanding and content understanding – to improve both user experience and 
insight discovery. Understanding the user’s natural language query inputs (text or 
speech) provide better, more targeted responses by understanding the user’s 
questions and intent.” (Accenture 2019) NLP assists in identifying alternative solutions 
to solving problem through gathering customer sentiments. This will convey deeper 
meaning and insight and help to understand customer behaviors, wants, goals, and 
beliefs.  
The start of an NLP business project starts with text mining. “Text mining is the 
process of discovering information in large text collections, and automatically 
identifying interesting patterns and relationships in textual data. (Feldman, et, al. 
2007) Finding meaning and developing business insights requires the text to be 
changed into a structured form. This structure can be syntactic in nature, capturing the 
grammatical relationships in the text, or semantic, capturing the meaning conveyed by 
the text. (Verspoor, Karin, et al. 2012) This helps businesses develop actionable 
information from customer feedback. “By deconstructing topics from masses of text, 
(this) allows companies to see what common issues, complaints, or positive or 
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negative sentiment customers have about products. These insights can lead to high-
value outcomes, such as improving or creating new products that deliver a better user 
experience, responding timely to safety issues, and identifying which product lines are 
most popular with consumers.” (Teradata 2018)  
By defining clear businesses objectives, the information acquired by NLP is used by 
businesses to help in understanding the customer for better decision making in the 
short and long run.  After the inputs and outputs are considered and conditioning 
patterns are taken into account, without a KPI, or a clearly defined business problem 
to be solved, it is difficult to judge the value and content of the information derived 
from NLP. There is limited consensus amongst researchers and practitioners on what 
project success factors are, what variables should be measured, and how they should 
be evaluated (Unterkalmsteineret, et al. 2011: 7-8).  
3.3 Measuring Project Success 
Organizations continually seek to leverage new and innovative ways to increase the 
likelihood of project success. The meaning of project success varies widely across 
literature, yet most definitions declare a project successful if it delivers within budget, 
on time, with acceptable quality, and meets overall stakeholder objectives. Mature 
enterprises define project-specific success criteria based on organizational needs and 
adaptable frameworks which aim to increase rate of project success. Selecting 
conductive methodologies to drive project success is often a trial and error process. 
However ‘it is often possible to draw parallels from similar models.’ (Boyd-Graber 2017: 
112-114) “One should take into account that there is no standard set of criteria nor 
ruleset available for project managers to readily apply to facilitate project success.” 
(Forney, Sandra, et al. 2019) Knowing what will work for project success is at best a 
trial-and-error process. 
Project success factors can be measured through different quantitative indicators. 
These include customer retention rate, active engagement rate, and customer churn 
rate.  These will provide indications on areas or functions that need improvement, and 
areas which can be developed into a USP for a business to gain competitive advantage. 
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When project categorization systems and criteria are not logically matched with project 
objectives, characteristics and environment, many projects are reported to fail to 
deliver on time, budget or do not give value to the client. (Ahimbisibwe, et, al. 2015) It 
is in the best interest for a business to define quantitative, measurable indicators of 
success before collecting data. Conversely, a business can collect data first. With the 
new understanding gathered from this data, leverage it to form new objectives based 
on what the market and consumer’s needs. This data collected has the potential to 
develop into actionable information that supports decision-making, create value, and 
eventually sustainable competitive advantage. (Provost, Fawcett 2013) After defining 
KPIs, businesses should develop strategies to address the various challenges of 
customer service. 
3.4 Challenges of Customer Service 
The challenge of customer service online is to augment business functions with 
automated systems without losing the human connection. ”Companies have lost sight 
of the importance of human interaction and often make it too difficult for consumers to 
get the right level of help and service that they need" (Morgan 2016) Trust is among 
the key mindsets and attitudes of successful human-machine collaboration. Initially, 
cultural resistance may be strong because the relationship between the inner workings 
of an artificially intelligent machine and the results it produces can be rather obscure. In 
a sense, it is no longer the algorithm but mainly the data used to train it that leads to a 
certain result. Humans will need some time to adjust to this shift. Getting started early 
not only helps produce results quickly but also helps speed up an organization’s 
journey toward embracing the full potential of AI.” (McKinsey 2017: 9-11) 
 
Balancing trust and criticism of technology is a difficult task. A machine’s success in 
achieving objectives is determined by the perseverance of those aiming to utilize it. 
Increasing the responsibility of automation for business functions using NLP will 
improve perceived value on paper. However, to reduce or maintain the number of 
external variables to a degree will allow the business entity to map out solutions. This 
will assist to gauge volatility and risk within a closed system. Applying this to a larger 
scale is what is analyzed in the analysis section.   
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Marketing has been defined as the task of finding and filling needs. “People satisfy 
their needs and wants with products. A product is any offering that can satisfy a need 
or want, such as one of the 10 basic offerings of goods, services, experiences, events, 
persons, places, properties, organizations, information, and ideas.” (Kotler 2000: 6-9) 
When the business is able to address the customer’s needs, and when there exists a 
clear requirement for the need to be filled, customer services are inherently enhanced. 
Customer service excellence has proven to be the only defensible long-term business 
strategy. (Gartner 2011: 5) Companies focus on researching current customers to 
identify their problems, gather new ideas, and to test proposed product improvements 
and marketing mix changes; this is where data mining and NLP can be utilized to 
augment business functions, generating significantly new products, services, business 
formats; establish new price points; develop new channels; raise service to an 
unbelievable level. (Kotler 2000: 6-9) Creating the framework for the synthesis of 
finding and filling customer’s needs will help to define what the companies unique 
selling point is, as well as derive competitive advantage from this. 
 
To learn and change there needs to be actionable knowledge in order to do so. This 
can be perceived as one of the main challenges in customer services. Organizations 
aiming to create competitive advantage by pushing the boundaries of knowledge 
should carefully consider the nuanced tradeoffs between specialized and diversified 
researchers when strategizing about hiring the optimal types of expertise. Recognizing 
and integrating new knowledge is positively associated with the propensity to diversify 
successfully and develop effective strategies for successful business practices. (Nagel, 
Teodoridis 2019). A critical element to achieving this is the framing of what success 
can be defined as, and how one can measure it. Once measurable, it can be evaluated, 
critiqued, and improved/adjusted according to the businesses wants, goals, and 
beliefs.  
 
The challenge with the development and integration of data analytics is that, one is 
limited by the steep learning curve involved with data preparation. Businesses are 
reducing barriers to entry into NLP. These barriers to entry are being removed by 
vendors who are providing easy and low cost cloud storage, data processing, and 
analytics in all-in-one, low cost bundles.” Vendors are providing easy and low cost 
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cloud storage, data processing, and analytics in all-in-one packages. This is defined as 
SaSS (Software as a Service). “They seek to create interactions that feel tailored to the 
customer. Most companies still haven’t mastered social media, yet alone mobile 
messaging.” (Morgan 2016) Amazon is one case where NLP analytics have been 
utilized in order to exceed customer satisfaction. It contains a vast and efficient 
marketplace of different functions where business problems are identified and solved 
through comprehension and deep understanding of customer wants, goals, and beliefs. 
Amazon has made progress building a compelling customer journey. Within the 
Amazon ecosystem contains a large and efficient marketplace which is innovating on all 
sides of the consumer equation. They involve virtual assistants with purchases 
customers make, and provide personalized content and experiences for the customer. 
By providing SaSS, “Amazon Comprehend and Amazon Transcribe services allow 
VidMob to build high-quality machine learning text analysis, enabling us to help brand 
clients understand content performance in ways never before possible. We are able to 
transcribe text from video content, and quickly analyze it using Comprehend.” (Amazon 
2020) This will help to provide the ‘one on one’ personalization that customers 
demand. Also it can provide understanding where and how to homogenise services, 
which would be important in the in any business function when services need to 
standardized. 
 
A major challenge of customer service is exceeding customer satisfaction in a 
sustainable and continuous fashion. Sentiment analysis and topic modeling will be the 
synergetic tools that will be examined in this thesis that can provide this 
comprehensive clarity. Identifying data patterns will help to adapt changing wants, 
goals, and beliefs, as well as changing trends and external risks. Topic modeling, which 
brings order to unstructured data, and semantic analysis which provides semantic 
coherence and clarity, are approachable tools in this endeavor. It can help to provide a 
wide variety of actionable information, and filter everything that is not essential to 
creating value. “Analyzing product and customer behavior provides valuable insights 
into what consumers want, how they interact with products, and where they encounter 
usability issues. “ (Accenture 2019) These insights can lead to new feature designs 
new products through understanding latent wants in the data.  
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As a tool and as a service, these tools can help to create a personalized ‘360 degrees’ 
immersive experience (Gartner 2011:5). Increasing the elements related to flexibility of 
product, emotional content through story-telling, product personalization, and ease of 
use. (Accenture 2019) Data mining techniques and NLP overcomes many limitations of 
traditional statistic, enabling manipulation of dispersed data sets to acquire 
information.” (Menon, Pradeep 2017). “It is possible to track relevant issues by 
identifying trending topics in real time. The challenges in these types of applications 
are the size and the quality of the data, making model evaluation a very important step 
before drawing conclusions.” (Särkiö 2019: 60) Enabling greater clarity of unstructured 
data which is used to analyze customer behavior and maximize service value. (Provost 
and Fawcett 2013) In this digital landscape there are plenty strategies that companies 
may focus on in terms of marketing, corporate social responsibility, and LEAN 
management. However these are not leverage the freely available data. The issue is 
that most think that NLP is a very sophisticated tools which the average business or 
start-up will have difficulties to learn and take advantage of.  
 
Continuous and sustainable innovation is difficult, but the most successful companies 
and individuals are those that continue to find methods to enhance business functions 
through new methods of data insights, and adapt accordingly to exceed all 
expectations. Empirical testing of these methods requires a clear strategy and 
experience that most businesses lack. This can be seen as a disadvantage and risk and 
a difficult task to quantify sentiment and the reality of what customers are doing 
(physical actions) versus what they are saying online (verbal feedback). Measurement 
of the theoretical constructs has repeatedly proven to be a difficult task (Boyd, Berg, et 
al 2013).  
 
3.5 Effective Customer Service strategy  
Thriving in today’s market requires businesses to pivot strategy and operations 
according to real time intelligence gathered online. Companies that know their 
customer is a successful one. A sustainably competitive company will be able to 
anticipate customer needs and desires and do so quickly and decisively. (Leggett 2020) 
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This can be achieved through NLP, but it can also be hindered by NLP. “These hyper-
connected manufacturing collaboration systems face the challenges of extracting, 
processing, and analysing data from multiple distributed web sources.” (Lin, et, al. 
2016: 18-23) The degree of complexity and layers of different systems need to be 
streamline to make progress toward more seamless and simpler customer 
experiences.’ (Morgan)  
Companies are gaining new product segments and customer insight from their data 
warehouses by applying new and more effective data mining techniques. Companies 
are unable to sustain competitive advantages outside of patents, copyrights, superior 
locations, proprietary information, etc. “Competitors are quick to copy any advantage 
through benchmarking, reverse engineering, and leapfrogging. Companies believe that 
their only sustainable advantage lies in an ability to learn faster and change faster.” 
(Kotler 2000: 6-9) 
Firms need to ensure they provide the necessary solutions to enhance customer 
service so that customers can rely on the business more. NLP augmented customer 
service creates opportunities to offload the human-to-human touch points when they’re 
either inefficient or unnecessary. Allocating repetitive tasks including processing of 
unstructured data to automated systems will create space for more effective decision 
making solutions and growth. “It’s become conventional wisdom that interpersonal 
skills like empathy will be one of the roles left to humans” (Dzieza 2020) The benefits 
of using the frameworks described in this thesis, and tools such as topic modelling and 
sentiment analysis, is that there is a relatively low learning curve involved for 
businesses and star-ups to leverage said tools effectively. 
 
In order for companies to survive, building a customer aligned approach through the 
use of NLP strategy will help to increase autonomy and accountability. The global 
economy must meet the demands and expectations in every region. At the same time 
Customers expect issues to be resolved fast. The technology should allow the brand to 
focus more on finding and understanding the customer, regardless of channel—and 
allowing the agent to easily pop in and offer service.” (Morgan 2016) Modern customer 
service augmented with NLP removes unnecessary friction and burden, creating a 
more optimized system. (Accenture 2019) “Employees want to be productive, but the 
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organization too often gets in their way. Our research indicates that the average 
company loses more than 20% of its productive capacity — more than a day each 
week — to what we call “organizational drag,” the structures and processes that 
consume valuable time and prevent people from getting things done. These structures 
and processes that hinder organization daily operations can be identified through 
unstructured data.” (Mankins 2017) 
Successful businesses that wish to enhance productivity will seek to eliminate 
‘organizational drag’. Flattening organization’s structure and aligning their operating 
model with NLP can help to understand true sources of value in their business. “This 
will create ways of working that allow employees to focus their time on delivering for 
customers and shareholders.” (Mankins 2017) A streamline system is where businesses 
are seeking to identify bottlenecks in the daily operations and ways to optimize every 
‘cog in the machine’. Through the manipulation of data, business can understand how 
it can be utilized effectively to enhance business functions. This can be a important 
factor in modern customer service; exceeding customer satisfaction and beating the 
competition. To develop a visionary customer service and a more successful business it 
is important to have synthesized a coherent framework to realize these objectives. 
4 Methods 
4.1 Framework for Utilizing NLP 
Lack of cohesive frameworks that connect business objectives with data analytics 
hinders the development of competitive advantage in customer services. The ability to 
extract information from text can help to improve effectiveness of daily and long run 
operations. Text annotation provides the basis for extracting recurring features or 
themes. It is regarded as an application area with high computational requirements 
(Nesi, P., G Pantaleo, and G. Sanesi 2015)Therefore businesses that lack the necessary 
frameworks will see this as a substantial threat for the competition that is able to make 
use of feature extractions such as topic modeling. Businesses need to leverage 
frameworks that will process data and analyse it through a unified workflow solution. 
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This will determine how successfully businesses can add value through NLP. The main 
challenge with utilizing NLP is, despite widespread application of NLP, it still lacks 
support and guidance from a cohesive framework. (Zhou, L. and D. Zhang 2002) A 
methodical process from start to finish needs to be in place for extracting insights from 
data.  
This process should have clear and distinct stages with clear deliverables in terms of 
empirically quantifiable success. Otherwise putting structure and filtering data will only 
confuse and misguide the business looking to use unstructured data as a guide for 
understanding and decision making. As the scope of a business’s objectives becomes 
clearer, they can start to collect data using a framework such as Hadoop to process 
and integrate it into CRISP DM. The Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining 
(CRISP-DM) is one example of a working model to integrate with business functions 
that assist in problem solving and enhancing business functions. (IBM) Hadoop has the 
ability to analyse unstructured data present in different machines and databases at 
different locations. It is a Java based programming framework that quickly and cost 
efficiently processes data using an environment known as parallel programming.  
The Hadoop Ecosystem System is being adopted to reduce the complexity of moving 
data to and from the big data cloud platform in a very cost effective way. (Lin, et, al. 
2016: 18-23)  It is most useful and effect in the process of transforming the data from 
its different modes into uniform data. Businesses manipulate, store, and process data 
with Hadoop, as it is used as the main analytical framework. This is due to the strong 
community recognition, and limitless knowledge hub; where all algorithms and scripts 
are available for free. Since Hadoop programs are run across individual nodes that 
make up a cluster, these clusters provide a high level of fault tolerance reducing risk 
since the framework can transfer data from failed nodes to other nodes. (Miguel, J., S. 
Caballé, and F. Xhafa. 2017) It is favoured among data scientists and artists to prepare 
data which is increasingly used by all business intelligence functions due to its 
flexibility, scalability, fault tolerance and cost effectiveness. Along with clear KPIs (key 
performance indicators) using the framework process showed in figure 1. (NIST)   
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Figure 1: CRISP Process (IBM 2012)  
To develop a unique selling point or sustainable competitive advantage to enhance 
customer services, businesses must begin with how data is used. How it is used and 
how it is implemented into the iterative process illustrated in figure 1. Businesses will 
go through different stages according to their data collection methodologies and how 
this relates to the understanding of one’s own business objectives. Data ingestion is 
the first step and it is the process of data collection and import into the system either 
for storage or database building, moreover for further data analysis. (Krstić, et. Al 
2019) This enables the conditions to gain business and data understanding for further 
action. This kind of data can be extracted from social media channels, government 
databases, internet discussion forums, etc. ”The high quality of the source data is a 
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precondition for high quality results, as is the case in any data analysis.” (Särkiö 2019: 
60)  
The outcome of the project is only going to be as effective as long as there is accurate 
data in relation to the scope of the business problem. This can be determined as a risk, 
because of the difficulties associated with defining what high quality data is, how it can 
be found, and in what context can it be leveraged. Asking these questions in the 
beginning of CRISP DM will bring structure and test any underlying presumptions or 
bias. This might aid in clarifying what data represents due to outliers, anomalies, and 
variables. It helps to formulate the initial impression on which businesses can begin 
their initial push for collecting actionable information to enable competitive advantage. 
By identifying the business problem and setting clear objectives and quantifiable goals, 
the business can find the solution which best fits the given situation. Framing the data 
understanding into a business context will allow business to determine what kind of 
KPIs or metrics can be used. Without standards to benchmark against or success 
metrics, the business will not know how to gauge and perceive their success within this 
framework. This is also a risk or drawback to using NLP. Businesses need to clarify 
what the problem is and collect data according to this. To translate a business problem 
into an AI and data science solution, you need to understand the problem.” (IBM) 
Understanding the problem can develop initial hypothesis generated from the data and 
the models. Furthermore, help to examine any weaknesses or faults within the data 
processing techniques. These additional findings will strengthen the businesses 
analytical experience in the future and help to make more informed decisions with 
confidence. 
Without understanding of how the data can be used for business functions, and how 
one can leverage any available data, there will be a lack of clarity when moving along 
this framework. The two arrows pointing parallel in figure 1 accentuates this concept. 
Both the data and business understanding should either be equal or meet each other 
for this process to work. After defining business problem and identifying the topics that 
can be solved with machine processing, business can move to the next stage of data 
preparation.  
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Data preparation’s main function is to extract, store, process, and move data to be 
used for further functions. This is where Hadoop is utilized. After the data is stored 
then it can be moved to data management systems using automated commands that 
execute this function. This is also known as parallel computing. Hadoop splits programs 
and data across many nodes in a cluster.  Raw data, unstructured, structured, or semi-
structured, is stored on the HDFS (Hadoop file system). After this processing stage, 
businesses can start to use data mining and business intelligence tools to gain access 
to insight and relationships within the data using free to use or low cost third party 
APIs. (Application programming interface) Some examples of effective APIs include 
Google Cloud Platform, Amazon Comprehend, Teradata RACE (Rapid Analytic 
Consulting Engagement). There is a diverse range of business providing APIs and 
consultation, which will be discusses in the analysis and results section. Further 
technical explanation of Hadoop frameworks will be omitted from this thesis in order to 
focus the scope of it within the context of business and developing competitive 
advantages. Businesses will benefit from developing systems that utilize CRISP DM as a 
business data framework in parallel with analytical framework Hadoop. 
 
Next begins the next phase of CRISP DM which is data preparation. Businesses can use 
a systematic approach of performing statistical and visual analysis to see what the 
data’s characteristics are beyond formal modelling and hypothesis testing. (Menon, 
Pradeep 2017) 
Data preparation can be referred to as ‘Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA). “It is different 
to statistical graphics although the two terms are used almost interchangeably. 
Statistical graphics is a collection of techniques. All graphically based and all focusing 
on one data characterization aspect. EDA encompasses a larger venue; EDA is an 
approach to data analysis that postpones the usual assumptions about what kind of 
model the data follow with the more direct approach of allowing the data itself to 
reveal its underlying structure and model. EDA is not a mere collection of techniques; 
EDA is a philosophy as to how we dissect a data set; what we look for; how we look; 
and how we interpret.” (NIST 2012)  
Business activities in this stage are often iterative as the need for new data arises to 
support the modelling and evaluation stages. The outcome of data preparation is a 
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data set that is to be used in the first iteration of modelling. (Spalek 2018: 177) A risk 
in this critical stage in the CRISP DM process is that businesses will rely on the third 
party partners and not take responsibility for their own data preparation. This will 
inhibit complete data and business understanding, which can reduce the effectiveness 
of this framework. 
Through investigation of the nuances within the data, the first conception of what kind 
of NLP applications and models can be deployed. With deployment of these developed 
models, experimentation of different models to choose the model that best fits the 
scope is paramount in the development of understanding the data. This is an iterative 
process. This means that it can be helpful and usually necessary to take a step back 
and start over from the beginning of CRISP DM with greater understanding.  
Enterprises can leverage NLP applications and modelling in several ways. Businesses 
can deploy different models in order to achieve greater business and data 
understanding. This can add value to the business and the customer. The simplest is 
query understanding and content understanding with the objective to improve both 
user experience and generate deeper understanding of customer’s wants, goals, and 
beliefs. This understanding is developed through customer’s natural language query 
inputs in the form of text and speech. “This provides better, more targeted responses 
by understanding the user’s questions and intent. It assists in identifying out-of-scope 
requests and present intelligent alternatives.” (Accenture 2019) These models should 
be continuously monitored to observe the mechanism and behaviour in relation to the 
prepared data.  
An advantage of using this framework is that a test environment can be piloted before 
deploying into the real world. This can be piloted on a focus group that will mimic the 
forecasted environment. By working in this way, the next phase after deployment 
where evaluation is made can work in parallel with deployment of the model. 
Furthermore, when the insights and understandings are acted upon, evaluation can be 
made in real time by collected unstructured data again. This is extremely beneficial to 
finding alternative solutions and going back between stages to re-calibrate, adjust, and 
adapt accordingly. During the evaluative process, it is crucial for business to re-
examine whether the given model, current understanding, and deployment of models 
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can actually help the business become more successful and create value. Otherwise 
this framework will become abstract and not practical, which is one factor that can be 
subject to criticism. Moreover, wants, goals, and beliefs of the customer, and the 
business, should be re-calibrated accordingly to the new information generated. 
Otherwise, business can be in danger of acting upon data which is out of date. 
The process of using new insights to make improvements within the organization is the 
objective of CRISP DM. During deployment phase, this can mean “using the insights 
gained from data understanding to elicit change in your organization” (IBM). Impact of 
this decision making process is determined by classical metrics and KPIs such as return 
on investment, customer retention rate, and customer active engagement. Some of 
these indicators can be gathered through unstructured data, and some have to be 
observed through financial accounting systems. This can help to evaluate whether the 
process has helped the business become more successful. Other perspectives of 
success can be taken into account. Business can observe whether the product or 
service they are offering is matching customers’ expectations through sentiment 
analysis through customer complaints.  
“We use the concept of measurement perspective to define and categorize how the 
improvement is being assessed. Concretely, a measurement perspective describes the 
view on the improvement, i.e. which entities are measured in order to make the 
change visible in either a quantitative or qualitative manner. We derived from which 
measurement perspective [sic] an initiative is evaluated by interpreting the metrics 
which were described in the study and from the attributes they are supposed to 
measure.”(Unterkalmsteiner, et al. 2011: 7-8) 
There are various factors described of what makes this a dynamic and flexible 
framework. However, every framework and methodology will have its limitations and 
drawbacks.  
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4.1.1 Evaluation of bias and feasibility of CRISP DM Framework 
Methodical assessment and evaluation through each individual stage in CRISP DM 
framework can help to determine inaccuracies. A business must consider the source of 
the gathered data, and this will help to determine quality of data, and data bias. Data 
bias can be viewed as ones propensity to be inclined to believe in the collected data. 
This can be because it is in favour of their own interests or agenda (the data’s can 
show something they wish to be true), or even because of the difficulties it took to 
procure it. A way to minimize this is to take a larger sample size for the data from a 
better source and do a longitudinal study. This can help to discern patterns and justify 
truths to a higher degree of confidence. 
Project bias also needs to be taken into consideration. This can occur when business 
owners with limited knowledge of how data analytics create incentive to push a data 
based project in hopes of gaining any kind of profit from it. This starts the project off 
on the fallacy of high success rates for data analytic projects.  The bias can be 
mediated by stressing clear KPI’s and business objectives. Also whether or not NLP 
based strategy can fit with the business infrastructure. This assessment can help to 
determine different biases and conflicts of interest. It can also allow one to identify 
which predictive modelling techniques are best leveraged in the scope of the business 
problem with regard to outliers or anomalies present within the data. 
Learning bias occurs when the actionable information that was gathered for model 
deployment interferes with the evaluation of its benefits. (Unterkalmsteiner, et, al. 
2011: 7-8) The only solution for this would have to be allocating correct responsibility 
that matches the expertise for those that are doing the evaluation, and have it be a 
third party, or have everyone working on the project on the same level of expertise.  
Participant bias occurs when the data gathered from the participants lacks volume and 
depth. This occurs frequently during poorly conducted surveys. For example, thesis 
surveys where samples and results are taken only from the university where the author 
studies at. This creates a skewed perception of the reality. The author works off this 
data because it is the only primary source of data available to them, and then bases 
their whole thesis on this data. The solution to this is not easily solved. However a 
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method can be applied where data is collected according to randomly generated 
allocation algorithm that allows for a diverse range of samples to be taken.  
Over reliance on complicated mathematical algorithms that are not fully comprehended 
by the business entity should be avoided unless otherwise guided by third party 
solutions and expertise. These algorithms involve neural networks and deep learning, 
which steps into the field of artificial intelligence. The focus of the data should bring 
the business closer to its objectives and enhance functions in a way that can be 
quantified. “Bringing in technology too soon can guide the solution to a technology, 
and the actual business problem might be forgotten or not fully answered.” (Eunice. 
Biddle and Christensen 2020) Methodologies that use quality data and simple models 
based on high volume of data, that keep their scope narrow will avoid most of the 
limitations and drawbacks of NLP. 
Developing clear business objectives will always assist in clarifying this framework. At 
each stage and process, the business is should reflect on how this new information can 
this help to solve the scope of the problem. Evaluative efforts should be stressed 
because it helps to frame what data does for the business, and whether it can be a 
competitive advantage or a risk to fail. The evaluation stage illustrated in figure 1 will 
help business to take into account the external environment it operates in. These 
include barriers to entry, threat of new entrants, bargaining power of buyers/suppliers, 
and threat of substitute products. (Porter 1979) Evaluation of these forces will increase 
the likelihood of creating data-based solutions that will add lasting business value. 
The risk of integrating such analytic technologies to solve business problems is that 
businesses can find correlation that does not result in quantifiable success. Constant 
evaluation of a clearly established quantifiable criterion of success will help to mitigate 
this. CRISP DM process has the strength of a feedback loop where the business can 
move between different stages, offering flexibility when new knowledge or data is 
uncovered. “Feedback Loops exist whenever the output of a system becomes one of 
the inputs in the next cycle. Feedback is how systems learn — if the system is capable 
of perceiving its environment, that feedback helps the system understand whether it’s 
under control and satisfying the required selection tests.” (Kaufman, J. 2012)  When 
preparing and analysing data, there often is greater understanding of the customer or 
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business which leads to revising of different stages of the decision making process. 
This will reshape the final decision making process and help the business leverage the 
data to a greater degree. With these biases and success metrics clearly understood, a 
business can expect to develop sustainable competitive advantage. Moreover, one can 
expect to gain greater understanding of the customer, as well as the inner workings of 
one’s own business.   
As customer understanding deepens, this knowledge and content will find the 
customers. This is done by providing the necessary knowledge and content collected 
going back to the customers through the different frameworks and methods described. 
An informed customer will be inclined to give more feedback if they know that the 
feedback is being properly utilized to create value. This should help business to 
develop ethical and effective strategies. Moreover it can be a component for a solid 
unique selling point that the competition cannot beat or mimic. This framework creates 
the correct foundations for leveraging NLP.  Nevertheless, those that wish to integrate 
NLP will require the understanding of the context and perspective in which it works 
best through use cases and comparative studies. 
4.2 NLP Integration into Customer Service 
As organizations start designing and building NLP applications, it’s essential to ensure 
implementation partners have the expertise required to conduct thorough assessment. This 
assessment should take into account the different stages of CRISP DM. Moreover, it should 
be considered whether NLP is compatible with the company’s existing strategies and 
objectives. Whether the organization is only in the initial phase of evaluating various NLP 
technologies, or has already identified the preferred solution for implementation, keeping a 
clear business strategy to penetrate the market depends on having a framework to 
realize this. It is impossible to cover all the details of research in topic models, semantic 
analysis, and machine learning, but this section introduces the common techniques and use 
cases of models used. High level concepts such as measuring innovation, cross-language 
connection, and sentiments can be made with a simple dynamic topic model. This can be 
constructed by separating a body of text into sections and estimating the probability 
distribution over words for each topic in each section. “Building and validating custom topic 
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models is a powerful tool, but requires significant investment in coding and debugging, and 
may not be able to take advantage of computational optimizations available for simpler 
models.” (Boyd-Graber 2017: 112-114)  
 
Topic modeling is one of the most effective solutions to understanding content. This is in 
part due to advantage of stacking multiple models and functions to gain greater insights to 
assist in the problem and decision making. (Accenture 2019) One case where is where 
businesses are able to capture context regarding customer service feedback, and then 
applying multiple forms of analytics to take real-time and targeted action. The result is 
improvements to the consistency and quality of customer services that “delivers 
measurable business impact.” (Opinionlab) Manual analysis of vast amounts of data is 
time consuming and would not provide the results that NLP provides in terms of 
actionable information in a short amount of time. Topic modeling and opinion mining is 
compatible with the framework process described in this paper, where data is 
prepared, a model is trained with this data, a scored document is provided, and 
evaluation of the performance is made. The measurement of semantics as similarity in 
patterns and latent variables (factor analysis) has been enhanced by the use of 
statistical methods. (Hecking, Leydesdorff 2018) A combination of several of these 
statistical tools such as Bayesian analysis in combination with NLP can be beneficial for 
developing reasoned justification. This is done by drawing on evidence based 
conclusion, probabilities, on the hypothesis in question. This should be leveraged only 
once the quality data is available. These tools in combination may help to provide 
greater depth for actionable information.  
 
The objective of topic modeling is similar to that of “co-word mapping” and “semantic 
maps” techniques. These techniques allow large quantities of texts to be organized into 
context. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tripadvisor, etc. all have large volumes of data 
available for business to leverage to their own advantage. Databases have been used 
by scholars and researchers to develop virtual agents for government infrastructure. 
This is currently being implemented successfully in Finland for social service, urban 
strategy, and healthcare. Analysis of customer feedback is done in a rapid feedback 
system with artificial intelligence. Automatic keyword utilization with text analysis and 
artificial intelligence is used with the goal to enhance LinkedEvents experience platform 
and provide events that interest the city’s residents even better. The Linked Events 
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interface categorizes events using keyword naming. To support this, the project is 
developing automation. Artificial intelligence, or NLP algorithms, are also used to 
analyze the quantitative feedback of the rapid feedback system's health stations and 
oral health care, and to classify the feedback according to time, day of the week and 
season. The lessons learned in this project can be utilized in the analysis of large data 
sets. Furthermore, the project compares customer feedback with service availability 
information. (Meloni, Rautio 2019) 
 
Another example showcases of NLP integrated to customer services is an intelligent 
recommender for cultural and leisure services. The aim is to create an intelligent 
recommender for the city's cultural services that learns to respond to user needs and 
interests based on past online behavior and data sources. The customer 
understanding, accuracy and “emotional intelligence” of the referral service also 
increase with use. Furthermore Finland is also using text analytics help to 
implementation of the urban strategy. Make it easier for content producers with the 
objective to use text analytics to get a better overall picture of how we as a city, can 
communicate the implementation of the urban strategy. Text analytics can be utilized in 
the city’s many different channels so that artificial intelligence can identify which theme 
each content is related to. (Meloni, Rautio 2019) 
 
The utilization for topic modeling as a technique to summarize large amounts of 
documents in the format of a limited number of words or graphic illustration is not 
always justified because of the validity problems which are inherent to this 
methodology. The probabilistic character of the results may easily lead to 
misunderstandings outside the context of the production of these models. (Hecking, 
Leydesdorff 2018) However, businesses and programming communities are enabling 
topic modeling and sentiment analysis with user-friendly interfaces. These are easily 
applicable for non-experts, and it is essentially a sorted list of words with their 
probabilities. It is useful to label things to have a unique ID to refer to and compare 
with, as this is the most efficient way to process large amounts of unstructured data to 
have actionable information for business to contrast, compare, and utilize to their own 
advantages. 
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Figure 2: Diagram illustrating sentiment feed-back (Zaino 2014) 
 
The diagram illustrated in figure 2 covers the sentiment analysis of 277 different inputs 
of data. It tells a story through positive and negative bars that reveal which has the 
greatest proportion of comments, as well as the various subtopics in each thread. 
Companies that have lost sight of the importance of human interaction and often make 
it too difficult for consumers to get the right level of help and service that they need. 
Sentiment analysis is one tool that modern customer service agents will identify as a 
solution to gauge customer satisfaction, as illustrated in Figure 2. Business will benefit 
from time-savings advantage and the ability to show their information more precisely 
and succinctly to stakeholders involved. This can help the business to identify what 
part of the service needs to be evaluated in order to find the business problems, and 
use analytics to enhance it. 
 
In its simplest form, sentiment analysis categorizes a sentiment as a binary positive or 
negative value. It could also quantify the sentiment (e.g. -1 to +1). “We have multiple 
pre-defined notions of how to represent a quantity of interest. Sentiment is sometimes 
represented as a continuous positive or negative value” (Boyd-Graber 2017: 112-114) 
It can categorize it at a more granular level, as shown above, disappointment, 
unacceptable, awesome, quality, etc. ‘Oftentimes, companies with the best intentions 
find themselves in an insights vacuum, sentiment analysis provides some answers into 
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what the most important issues are, from the perspective of customers.’ (Dumbleton 
2018) Understanding of customer reviews and feedback including  business and 
consumer interaction will provide greater insights into understand the customers 
wants, goals, and beliefs. 
 
With these methods, decisions can be made based on effectively piloted models, rather 
than businesses past experience and intuition. One is able to use sentiment analysis to 
focus on the customer feedback where the sentiment is strongly negative. Moreover, 
one can look at customer comments which have strongly positive sentiment to find out 
what prompted this reaction, and adjust accordingly. When used in combination with 
topic modeling, one can further narrow down this information to find precisely which 
topics are talked about with positive/negative sentiment, providing actionable insights 
for businesses.  
 
From the perspective of reliable decision making, interpreting and evaluation of the 
models in the context of adding value to society and the customer is critical. These NLP 
models can help to provide an equivalent to catalogue systems with statistical 
probability distribution, but can be observed to contain a higher degree of objectivity 
because the generation is computer-assisted with inputs being quality information from 
a variety of sources.  
5 Analysis and Results 
5.1.1 Developing Sustainable Competitive Advantage Using NLP 
In order for companies to survive, investment into the field of NLP can be a critical 
element in determining customers changing, wants, goals, beliefs. Most companies 
tend to stick to their values and only adopt new technology where there is a need to or 
when one finds that the benefits outweighs the risks. ”We’re at an awkward inflection 
point where some companies are doing an amazing job of being on the forefront of 
customer experience technology, and others are still struggling with the basics. 
Companies are slowly making progress toward more seamless and simpler customer 
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experiences.” (Morgan 2016) Analyzing unstructured data using topic modeling and 
sentiment analysis enables high value business outcomes. This can help to get a USP 
and a more successful business, and help to exceed and/or match customer 
satisfaction. All industries can use NLP tools such as text clustering (topic modeling) 
and analytics (sentiment analysis) to innovate, address quality or safety issues, or 
improve customer service. (Teradata 2018)  
In driving competitive advantage, operational excellence achieved through matching 
customers’ expectations might help the firm succeed in short term objectives, but other 
firms will surpass through innovation or exceeding customer expectations. 
Understanding content through the framework and tools presented in this thesis can 
help to create a strategy to differentiate from the competition. This kind of strategy is 
continuously being implemented in large and small scale business such as Utopia 
Analytics, Facebook, Google, Amazon, Banks, and government bodies. Dex uses a 
novel approach to NLP which utilizes a similar framework to CRISP DM.  
 
 
Figure 3: Flowchart ‘Four easy steps’ (Dex 2020) 
The consultation phase 1 in figure 3 provides the initial business and data understand 
of CRISP DM. This is where KPI are established through defining objectives and what 
the business intends to achieve. One case study by Dex shows the evidence of this in 
action. The requirement of the client was to increase the capacity for businesses to be 
able to integrate various data science tasks through develop and deployment of text 
mining tool kits. With these tools, businesses are easily able to develop client database 
warehouse with personalized information concerning customer preferences and 
expectations. These were used to build models to find relationships between people. 
The research phase, parallel to the data preparation phase of CRISP DM prepared and 
processed annual reports of more than 50,000 documents. “The team has 
implemented new approaches to the process of extracting the necessary information 
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from a large amount of unstructured data of financial documents. Automation of the 
extraction process accelerated the finding of 90 parameters from tables and texts, 15 
times in comparison with manual processing. This also allowed for a reduction in 
budgeting by 2.5 times. (Jenkins 2020) 
The deployment phase highlights the effective aspect being able to layer frameworks 
and stacking functions on top of existing business infrastructure. Dex has created 
frameworks to develop solutions which allowed recognizing parts of contracts and their 
structure. The objective was to create a framework that could be applied to a wide 
variety of legal documents for the purpose of identification and extraction of text from 
images. This assisted in finding potential loopholes or advantages relating to their 
clients cases. The project was completed during a 6 week period. As a result 
automated systems took over routine manual work and saves $60,000 per year. (Flynt 
2020) Automation excels in where humans tend to falter in repeated judgment jobs. 
’Any slack is perpetually being optimized out of the system.’ (Dzieza 2020). This is 
where a business is readily able to find lasting value and automate effectively.  
Quality controls through evaluation as well as flexible infrastructure are two factors 
which enabled Dex to build a wide range of automated business processes. The 
development phase in the figure 3 flow chart emphasizes quality control. These allow 
clients to increase revenue and reduce cost. The use for this was developed for a 
scalable system to predict the behavior of the financial markets. A solution for analysis 
channels of communication developed. This was used to find relationships, building 
causal links between significant world events. Scalable architecture was used was a 
large database was constructed from a wide range of news outlets. In the course of this 
1 month project, a lot of issues were discovered. The issue with the similarity of 
semantic units was a challenge. This is because the same words can suggest different 
meanings depending on the context.  
Another challenge was that it necessary to balance and distribute the unstructured data 
for the deployment phase. Hadoop ecosystem is a useful ecosystem to implement to 
solve this challenge. This was done in order to process the data as quickly as possible. 
As a result Dex was able to increase the company’s revenue by 4% in 1 month. 
Moreover, they have developed a solution that has allowed for the discovery of 
hundreds of thousands of customers for companies over a 24/7 period. (Dex 2020) 
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Businesses are doing a better job of retaining their customers through finding 
imaginative ways to exceed customer expectations with NLP. They use new 
information to ‘mass-customize’ their offerings to individuals. (Kotler 2000: 6-9)  A fully 
automated cloud solution was established to control lead generation. It enabled the 
function of being able to upload data of various formats concerning lists of potential 
customers. The project period was 2 months. The solution increased sales by 40% and 
allowed the client to find new points of sales growth. Due to rapid growth, the client 
created new teams in new locations and implemented a new sales model based on 
insights obtained from the platform. The client was also able to manage integration with 
third-party services for convenience. (Dex 2020) As a result competitors have found it 
increasingly difficult to acquire new customers. 
The data for processing and analysis was taken from the world’s largest news 
agencies. Since the client’s IT department regularly works with NLP, the Requirements 
had to be able to process complex unique data sets and be easily integrated into 
existing infrastructure the task was to increase ease of use and enhance 
personalization for the working environment of NLP developers.  
“Almost all available tools for working with code and NLP were found, collected, 
categorized and packed into a single technical solution, which allowed to speed up the 
development process and significantly reduce costs for the company’s IT department. 
Our team solved the issues of integrity, compatibility, GPU driver related problems, 
memory consumption optimization and picked an optimal set of tools for the toolchain. 
As a result, the customer received a preconfigured machine learning and deep learning 
solution for natural language processing applications. The toolkit was able to collect, 
map, transform, translate, encrypt, analyze, visualize and extract knowledge from text. 
The toolkit made developers’ jobs easier, as they no longer have to look for necessary 
tools. The solutions saved 66% of time for new project deployment – 15 minutes 
instead of 45.” (Reilly 2020) 
Insights created with topic modeling can be used to improve business decisions and 
enhance customer experience. Another use case is shown with Utopia Analytics. 
Finnish startup Utopia Analytics has created a globally applicable solution to moderate 
hate speech, harassment and other inappropriate content. “Automatically in real-time 
with AI, Utopia Analytics frees staff for more complex tasks, helping service providers 
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to save costs and to implement their moderation policy in a consistent and effective 
way.” (Sallinen 2019) This start up is provided funding by the Finnish government and 
has built a globally applicable solution that attracts foreign direct investments and 
scalable SaSS. “By sustaining higher quality content through online discussions, Utopia 
AI Moderator is able to enhance customer services by making platforms and websites 
more attractive to both users and advertisers. This increases active engagement 
metrics, and improves KPIs such as conversion rates.” (Sallinen 2019) While NLP is a 
relatively new enterprise technology, it’s being enhanced every day. The Machine learning 
algorithms supporting NLP are improving all the time, with industry giants like Google, 
Microsoft, and Amazon all investing to improve accuracy and effectiveness.  
Fully personalized solutions, easy to implement tools and services developed by Utopia 
Analytics stand out as a USP in the global marketplace. Moreover, Utopia and other AI 
driven data-based start-ups benefits from funding, networking, and grants, provided by 
business programs, universities such as Aalto, and government infrastructure. With this 
growing ecosystem of NLP solutions, enterprises have increasing flexibility to select 
appropriate models and toolsets in open data communities. Businesses might have 
difficulties choosing the solution and adopting new technologies which best fits their 
objectives, however, text analytic tools such as topic modeling and sentiment analysis 
provides excellent ROI for minimal cost. 
These analyses can be further expanded with other models not discussed in this thesis 
such as, LDA models, named entity extraction models, and churn prediction models. 
Moreover, Textual data and these models describe can be used to improve the 
accuracy of already available models in financial organizations, like credit risk models. 
(Krstić, et al. 2019). Vehicle manufacturers are using data integration through NLP to 
improve customer service and deliver an elevated customer experience. By learning 
what customers like and dislike about current products, companies can improve their 
design, such as adding new features to a car to enhance the driving experience. 
(Teradata 2018). “Companies with call centers can identify common complaints by 
monitoring customer calls. Financial advisors can review emails to ensure compliance. 
Utility companies can identify safety issues with a utility grid. Text clustering also 
allows retailers to quickly understand what product lines their customers are excited 
about on social media. Retailers can observe text clusters to see specific issues, which 
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can reveal customers wants, goals, and beliefs. Understanding customer sentiments 
empowers companies to make more informed decisions” (Teradata 2018). This can 
help in creating new products or refining the old, help to enact new policies by 
government bodies, and develop solutions that meet customers evolving needs.  NLP is 
the critical factor in enabling sustainable competitive advantage if the limitations and 
biases concerning data preparation and frameworks are taken into consideration. 
Businesses that are unwilling to adopt new systems and technologies will result in 
circumstances where time, safety, and ability to match customer satisfaction in 
comparison to the competition are adversely affected.  
5.1.2 Biases and Limitations of Analysis 
There are additional functions that can be used to bolster the effectiveness of NLP that 
involve statistical science which the author has not discussed to keep the scope of the 
thesis narrow and concise. By addition of Bayesian inference and injecting it into 
sentiment and topic analysis within the framework of CRISP DM, models can become 
more robust when used to update the probability of a hypothesis as more evidence 
and information comes available. The limitation of this thesis is that there is insufficient 
secondary research where a longitudinal study of two businesses could be used to 
verify the effectiveness of NLP.  
Since the objectives and frameworks of companies are rarely identical, moreover the 
methods to gather data to utilize NLP for enterprises differ greatly, the quality of a 
comparative case study would have been ineffective in answering the main research 
question. To contrast and compare a comparative case study of two companies, one 
that uses NLP, and one that does not, and use the financial statements and their 
evolution over time would have been the next step in the authors synthesis of a 
masters or higher level dissertation and illustrate the main research question in greater 
depth.  
The authors own experience and evidence aggregated in this paper can be criticized to 
be only scratching the surface of what knowledge and expertise is required in 
deploying effective NLP models.  
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The uses of machine learning algorithms that can be used in conjunction with NLP 
have not been discussed in a quantitative case study. These are what top business 
entities are leveraging to enhance business functions with high success rates, using 
neural networks and adaptive algorithms which are modeled to mimic natural organism 
and higher level adaptive modes of decision making. The justification for not 
constructing primary research is that the objective of this thesis was to keep the scope 
of building a framework and using one or two simple tools to show how business are 
using NLP in a business context to enhance decision making.  One of the primary 
challenges of deploying effective NLP models is making them more simple and 
accessible to everyone. This thesis has been able to assist in this endeavor. 
6 Conclusion 
To design a data project framework that will continue to provide accurate results is 
what the leading data scientists strive for. Businesses are complex systems with the 
inherent risk that eventually the system and models will fail. The more complex a 
system is and the longer it operates the higher likelihood of encountering uncertainties 
and changes from the environment it operates in.  Creating an automated ecosystem 
with a clear framework will help to develop safer and more accurate systems.  
 
The value of information lies in the value of the decisions they inform. This is what 
NLP helps to generate, greater value in the information to create accurate decision 
making and enhance business functions. Having clear, measurable objectives with 
check-ins every week, month, quarter, or all of the above will aid in refocusing the 
scope of business objectives and allow for evaluative readjustments.  Precise KPI’s will 
aid in tracking business performance. This will help to determine whether the 
actionable information derived from NLP brings any success. 
 
NLP is a tool. Tools require a supportive environment. A supportive environment 
means clear understanding of inputs and outputs in a suitable framework. It requires a 
definitive objective which can be evaluated and adapted according to changes within 
the environment. This will help to derive deeper understanding and create lasting 
value. It will create a business which can leverage resources effectively and generate 
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valuable actionable information. NLP has its limitations and advantages. Limitations 
and advantages considered and offset, businesses can expect to have great success 
with integrating NLP into their business strategy. In the scope where automated 
technology will not be able to quantify or act upon, leaders and managers should make 
intuitive decisions based on their own experience and all the knowledge they have at 
their disposal. 
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